Willebroek, April 28th, 2022

Luxibel launches new series of pars
At the AED Customer Nights 2022 and the Prolight + Sound exhibition in Frankfurt,
Luxibel launched its new series of pars. All new pars come with a humidity extractor
which is already widely used in the car industry. This humidity extractor uses electrolysis
which turns water into gas, so there won’t be any moisture left in the fixture. No more
trouble with temperature changes and condensation.
Next to all these upgrades, all units will come
with tophats attached to them. This will control
the light spill and reduce the viewing angle to
the lens. The new top hat accessory is also
compatible with the previous Luxibel B Par
generation and models.
The largest fixture of the new par series is the
B PAR360Z, which is a very compact, yet
extremely powerful 7x 60W zoom LED par
which creates vibrant colors and has a zoom
range of 4 to 45 degrees. This makes the B
PAR360Z a creative unit that can be used for
events, exhibitions, theatre and much more.
Next to this big brother, there are a few smaller
siblings. The B PAR105RGBW V2 is a
compact yet very powerful par with a 7x 15W
LED engine in a 15° angle. It features highsaturated colors, an excellent color mix,
beautiful dimming and it fits into a NX34/30V
truss. The B PAR180RGBW V2 is a more
powerful par with a 12x 15W LED engine in a
25° angle. These models can be used outdoor
and can take a couple of rain showers.
For long term and heavy-duty outdoor use, Luxibel created the IP66 version of the B
PAR180RGBW V2. This par has heavy-duty wired waterproof connectors.
Last but not least: with their unique power to size ratio, the B pars are a class of their
own.
www.luxibel.com

